Introducing LinkedIn
Talent Insights for
Nonprofits
Make every investment in talent count with LinkedIn
Talent Insights. Whether you’re looking to speed up your
hiring process or develop a workforce strategy that supports
your nonprofit’s future, LinkedIn Talent Insights gives you
the information you need to make the right decisions.

Plan effectively and hire confidently with LinkedIn Talent Insights
See where your skills gaps lie

Assess supply and demand

Learn what skills your organization
needs today—and what you’ll
need to hire or train for in the future.

Understand what the market looks
like before you begin your search,
so you can plan accordingly.
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Spot untapped talent pools

Improve headcount planning

Discover areas with an
abundance of the talent you
need and target candidates in
those locations.

Gain a deeper understanding of
risks and opportunities for your
nonprofit, based on factors like
attrition trends.

Leverage a talent
intelligence platform that
gives you access to…

Real-time
information

about talent supply
and demand, employer
brand metrics, and more

12 billion +
data points

on talent, organizations,
jobs, skills, and schools

A 360degree view

of your organization,
the nonprofit sector,
and the talent
market as a whole

Get more from LinkedIn Talent Insights
Benchmarking Data
See where your organization
stands compared to others
in your sector.
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Downloadable Reports
Share insights with leaders
and stakeholders to build
credibility and achieve buy-in.

Learning Resources
Make the most of the platform
with on-demand tutorials, tip
sheets, and videos.

Bundle LinkedIn Talent Insights to amplify
your success

“It really helps
us to uncover the
ideal role for [the
people we serve].
We use LinkedIn
Talent Insights
to understand
which companies
are hiring and
what skills we
need to train,
allowing us to map
our training to
demand.”
Shelton Banks, CEO
re:work training

Career Pages
Showcase your nonprofit as an
employer of choice by discussing
your mission and what it’s like to
be a part of your organization.

Recruiter
Source, engage, and hire
candidates with the skills
your nonprofit needs, even if
they’re not actively looking
for a new job.

Recruitment Marketing
Build candidates’ awareness of your
nonprofit with targeted and dynamic ads.

Discover other
resources to help your
nonprofit plan,
develop, and hire talent
LinkedIn Jobs
LinkedIn Learning
Glint

Build and retain powerful nonprofit teams with hiring solutions from LinkedIn for Nonprofits

Contact us to learn more: nonprofit.linkedin.com/hire/contact-us

